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L1 S1 ENGLISH EXAM – One hour 

 

Based on the text, what we have studied in class and your personal knowledge, answer the question in 

a structured response (introduction, clearly separated arguments, conclusion): 

 

Explain the reasons why we should, or shouldn’t, get rid of cash. 

 

- Minimum 250 words, maximum 400. Write the approximate number of words in your essay in 

the box below:  

 

          NUMBER OF WORDS = 

-  

- When you quote the text use inverted commas. If not, use your own words without copying 

from the text. Maximum of two short quotes allowed. 

- You must give examples and arguments that are not in the text. 

- You must include five words from the vocabulary lists (Chapters 1 and 2) from the booklet: 

underline the words.  

- The quality of your writing, vocabulary, grammar and the quality of your ideas will be taken 

into account.  
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The End of Cash? 

Do we still need cash? Humans have used all sorts of things as stores of value — rare metals, strings of shells, 

even jugs of whiskey. Over time the objects have become more ephemeral, from coins to paper to digital 

forms. Economists see great payoffs in a cashless society: lower costs for businesses and new tools to manage 

economies, reduce tax evasion and fight money laundering. Critics see an erosion of privacy, frightening new 

powers for governments and another sign of widening inequality. Central bankers, meanwhile, worry about 

losing control of the supply of money to digital networks like Facebook. 

In the U.S., debit cards first beat out cash as the top way to pay in 2018, according to a Federal Reserve survey. 

As the coronavirus pandemic spread in early 2020, some merchants in Seattle and Sydney tried to stop 

accepting cash altogether, calling it unsanitary. Still, fear of contagion could accelerate the general trend to 

more digital payments, according to the Bank for International Settlements. More than 75% of adults in Kenya 

use the mobile-wallet service M-Pesa, for paying bills or getting paid themselves. China’s central bank is 

already rushing to mint its own digital currency for a country where even street-food sellers in small towns 

will prefer to scan a QR code on a mobile payment app such as WePay or Alipay than make actual change. In 

most developed countries, however, the value of cash in circulation has risen since the financial crisis of 2008-

2009 along with the number of digital payments, suggesting cash (in large bills) is being increasingly used as 

a store of value in uncertain times. Despite the growth of digital wallets like Paytm, most Indians still rely on 

cash, as demonstrated when the government in 2016 suddenly replaced the larger bills that made up 86% of 

the cash there with new ones, aiming to curb “black money.” The resulting currency shortage was so bad it 

cut into economic growth. 

For governments, getting rid of cash would cut minting and distribution expenses and make it easier to crack 

down on tax evasion and drug trafficking. Stores could save on cash-handling costs, reduce theft and possibly 

earn more if faster checkouts led to more transactions per hour, as some salad chains found by in an 

experiment. Some economists say that without cash, central banks could fight recessions more effectively 

because they’d have an effective way to impose negative interest rates — basically a tax on savings meant to 

spur spending. Critics say that in a digital-only economy, governments and banks could take control of your 

financial life, leaving you penniless with a flick of a switch. For the world’s poor, going cashless would cut 

both ways. Facebook’s ambitious plan to create a global digital currency called Libra ran into a wall of political 

opposition over such issues as data protection, national sovereignty and money laundering, forcing a rethink.  

Billions of people in the developing world depend on cash to buy small amounts of goods, often for mere 

cents. Not all of them can afford phones or other means of interacting with a digital cash network. Those 

without face becoming second-class citizens. On one hand, services like Paytm in India and Kenya’s M-Pesa 

have let people in remote villages try out newer services like micro-business loans. On the other, some people 

have found themselves trapped by sky-high interest rates and hounded by e-debt collectors. 


